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001 5NA-061-161-E Interior

Boot tray for vehicles 

with base luggage 

compartment floor

Boot tray for vehicles with base luggage compartment floor. The practical and robust 

Volkswagen Genuine luggage compartment tray protects the luggage compartment from dirt 

and prevents the loads being transported from slipping. The plastic tray is washable and 

designed to fit perfectly in the vehicle. The surrounding raised rim of approx. 4 cm prevents 

liquids running out onto the vehicle floor. With vehicle lettering.

₹5,999.00

002 5NC-061-502-  -82V Interior
All-weather floor mats 

front

The Volkswagen Genuine all-weather mats protect your vehicle interior against dirt and 

moisture. They are designed to fit perfectly, are easy to clean and have a non-slip underside. The 

integrated model lettering is a particular visual highlight. The floor mats are also 100% 

recyclable, very sturdy and durable. The material used allows the Genuine all-weather floor mats 

to be considerably lighter than standard floor mats.

Each set consists of two mats for the front footwells 

the front mats attach to the floor easily with a 2-point fastening system to ensure that they not 

slip or turn.

₹4,999.00

003 5NA-061-512-  -82V Interior
All-weather floor mats 

rear, Titanium Black

All-weather floor mats rear, Titanium Black.

The Volkswagen Genuine all-weather mats protect your vehicle interior against dirt and 

moisture. They are designed to fit perfectly, are easy to clean and have a non-slip underside. The 

floor mats are also 100% recyclable, very sturdy and durable. The material allows the Genuine all-

weather floor mats to be considerably lighter than normal floor mats.

Each set contains two mats for the rear footwells.

₹4,999.00

004 5NL-064-365-PA-SUN Interior
Tiguan Magnetic 

Sunblind (Set of 4)

Easy to use, made to measure: with the Volkswagen Genuine sunblind for the rear side windows, 

the luggage compartment side windows and the rear window, you can protect your vehicle 

interior from direct sunlight without affecting your view or road safety. The sunblind is simple to 

fit and remove when it is not required with magnetic type fitment. The window can still be 

opened when it is installed. 

₹3,499.00

005 5NC-061-205-PA-COV Exterior Tiguan PA Car Cover

Perfectly fit which protects the car fro surrounding  & easy for the application

Water resistant & UV & Thermal Protection

Low GSM hence light in weight

Fire Protection with very low rate of burning

₹2,499.00

006 5NA-071-498-  -Z49 Exterior
Alloy wheel 7J x 18 ET43, 

Sebring, Sterling Silver

A sporty presence with the Sebring 18-inch alloy wheel from the R programme – with its 5-

double-spoke design, the wheel in Sterling Silver emphasises your car's dynamic appearance. The 

alloy wheel has been tested according to the strict specifications of the Volkswagen Group, 

guaranteeing you maximum safety and functionality.

007 5NA-071-499-  -NQ9 Exterior

Alloy wheel 7J x 19 ET43, 

Auckland, Dark Graphite 

Metallic / gloss-machined

A sporty presence with the Auckland 19-inch alloy wheel – with its 5-double-spoke design,the 

Grey Metallic gloss machined wheel emphasises the vehicle's dynamic appearance The alloy 

wheel has been tested according to the strict specifications of the Volkswagen Group, 

guaranteeing you maximum safety and functionality.

008 5NA-071-691 Exterior

Footboard for the side 

skirt Aluminium, Silver, 

anodised

-All necessary attachment parts included

-Anti-corrosion coating

-Carrying capacity 200 kg per board

-Side collision requirements met

-Compatible with wheel housing extension

₹59,999.00

009 5NA-075-111 Exterior Mud flap front

Long lasting and durable

Effectively protects the underbody and bumpers against excessive dirt.

Significantly reduces the impact of dangerous road chippings and water spray

Set of 2 for front wheel arc

₹5,999.00

010 5NA-075-101 Exterior Mud flap rear

Long lasting and durable: The Volkswagen Genuine mud flaps effectively protect the underbody 

and bumpers against excessive dirt. They also significantly reduce the impact of dangerous road 

chippings and water spray.

Set of 2 for rear wheel arc

₹5,999.00

011 5NC-061-270-  -WGK Interior Textile floor mats

The Volkswagen Genuine textile floor mats are made from durable, high-quality velour with 

Tiguan branding, and create a visual highlight that also helps to protect the car interior. the front 

mats attach to the floor easily with a 2-point fastening system to ensure that they not slip or 

turn.

₹5,000.00

012 5QF-071-151 Transport
Supporting rods Silver, T-

groove profile

The Volkswagen Genuine supporting rods are the ideal basic system for all attachments. The 

supporting rods, which have been City Crash Plus tested to Volkswagen's strict standards, have an 

aerodynamic aluminium profile on which e.g. surf board, bicycle, ski and snowboard holders or 

the practical roof boxes can be fastened. The supporting rods are delivered completely pre-

assembled and can be easily attached to the roof rails of your Volkswagen. The supporting rods 

can be locked to prevent theft. The easy-to-install aero profile with a structured surface 

minimises wind noise. A torque wrench is also included in the delivery.

₹19,999.00

013 000-071-200 Transport Roof box 

Optimised aerodynamic design that reduces unpleasant driving noises as far as possible

Adapted to the modern design line of the Volkswagen models

340 litres, matt black color

Carrying capacity : 50kgs

Gross Weight : 16.8kgs

₹18,458.00

014 000-071-128-F Transport Bicycle Holder

Uniquely designed frame holder and wheel rail, automatically ensuring the bicycle is correctly 

positioned

The innovative torque limiting rotary knob controls the torque applied to the bicycle, making 

sure the bicycle is secured properly

₹9,999.00
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015 5NA-061-195-A Exterior
Loading sill protection 

Stainless steel look

Perfect protection with an elegant look

Protects the bumper against scratches when loading and unloading the luggage compartment

Attaches quickly and easily

₹9,999.00

016 5NA-071-303 Exterior Scuff Plates

An eye-catcher when getting in

High-quality aluminium sill panel trims protect the entry areas

Provides an individual look

₹6,999.00

017 5NA-071-360 Exterior

Protective strip for the 

tailgate Chrome look 

(Trunk garnish)

A dazzling finish 

Gives the vehicle a refined and elegant look in a matter of moments. It can be adhered to the 

lower edge of the rear hatch quickly and easily, and simultaneously serves as an edge protector. 

₹5,164.00

018 5NA-071-644-  -C9X Exterior
Roof edge spoiler Deep 

Black Pearl Effect

VW326 Tiguan NF NWB and LWB Spoiler (COP R) in Deep Black-Pearl Effect, single packaging

The Volkswagen Genuine roof edge spoiler not only looks good but is also effective. Its 

understated sporty look significantly enhances the tail end of the vehicle while simultaneously 

improving the aerodynamics. The roof edge spoiler has been precisely matched to the rear lid 

and is made of an especially impact-resistant and durable material.

The spoiler has already been painted in Deep Black-Pearl Effect and can be painted in any other 

car colour.

₹24,999.00

019 5NA-072-193-  -HU3 Exterior
Door draught deflector 

front, Smoke Grey

The door wind deflectors for the front, side vehicle doors enable optimal ventilation of the 

vehicle interior, which contributes to your driving comfort. They improve the interior climate and 

allow you to enjoy circulating fresh air even when it is raining or snowing. When the sun is 

shining, they prevent unpleasant heat build-up in the vehicle interior when the windows are 

opened to slightly above the lower edge of the wind deflectors.

₹5,999.00

020 000-071-213-D Exterior Hub cap 

Volkswagen Genuine dynamic hubcaps

With the new Volkswagen logo

The logo stays straight while the wheels rotate

The set consists of four hubcaps

Made from impact-resistant plastic

₹8,500.00

021 000-061-122 Travel and ComfortBasic Carrier 

The modular Travel & Comfort system offers numerous opportunities to make travelling easier 

and more comfortable. 

The base carrier can be used in conjunction with the following attachments: universal hook, 

clothes hanger, folding table, Apple iPad bracket for iPad 2-4, mini & Air and bracket for Samsung 

Galaxy Tab 3/4 10.1 

₹1,442.00

022 000-061-124 Travel and Comfort

Folding table (travel and 

comfort system) Folding 

table 

The folding table is attached to the base carrier using a simple click system

Is integrated with a foldable cup holder 

The components fold in the direction of the impact in the event of an accident

₹8,162.00

023 000-061-125-E Travel and ComfortTablet holder for iPad

The iPad Air bracket has two joints which enable it to be comfortably positioned depending on 

how the devices used e.g. for relaxed video entertainment, online communication or reading

Using the joints the iPad Air can be positioned above and below the headrest and adjusted 

vertically and laterally in both positions

₹11,423.00

024 000-061-125-J Travel and Comfort

Bracket for Action 

Camera  360 Degrees, 

rotating

Document razor-sharp pictures of your driving experience from the interior of your vehicle

Camera by the manufacturer GoPro (GoPro Hero 3�™ and higher), you even have the option to 

connect the camera to your vehicle display (only in conjunction with App-Connect-function)

₹8,733.00

025 000-061-125-N Travel and Comfort

Bracket for Tablet PC for 

(Travel and Comfort 

System)

Practical and flexible solution for the rear passenger compartment

Provides the perfect angle for all applications

The Safety Case is available for a range of different tablet models and sizes

₹9,069.00

026 000-061-126-A -041 Travel and Comfort
Snake Hook for the 

headrest
Attach the goods weighing up to 2 kg to the headrest bar and off you go ₹500.00

027 000-061-126-B Travel and Comfort

Bag hooks 

(Travel & Comfort 

system) 

Makes Travel easier & Comfortable

Max. load-bearing capacity 1.5 kg.

Base Carrier Can also be used in conjunction with Folding table, iPad Bracket (iPad 2,4,mini & air) 

& Samsung Galaxy Tab 3/4

₹2,100.00

028 000-061-127-B Travel and Comfort

Clothes hanger (Travel & 

Comfort system) Clothes 

hanger 

The clothes hanger is attached to the base carrier using a simple click system

Allows articles of clothing to be transported without becoming wrinkled

Can also be used outside the vehicle thanks to the integrated hook

₹5,500.00

029 000-065-400-F Travel and ComfortThermo Box 

Energy-efficient Volkswagen Genuine cool and thermos box

Capacity of approx. 25 litres and ensures the right temperature at all times

Power is supplied either via the 12 Volt in the vehicle or 230 Volt at home or in your hotel

₹14,999.00
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030 000-072-549-A Interior Kids View Mirror

The additional interior rear view mirror makes it easier for you to keep your children and the 

traffic behind you in view

Better field of vision when parking

Securely connected to Windshiled/ Instrument Panel in the event of an accident and would not 

be thrown through the car

₹1,143.00

031 00V-061-127 Interior Clothes hanger chrome

Guaranteed crease-free clothing, even during the journey

Perfectly integrated into the vehicle interior

Ideal for coats and jackets

₹2,499.00

032 5G2-064-205 Interior
Sporty Pedal caps, For 

DSG

The non-slip pedal caps are made from high-quality, brushed stainless steel with an anti-slip 

coating 

Gives the footwell a sporty and elegant appearance

₹8,000.00

033 5N0-065-111 Interior Luggage net
The Volkswagen Original luggage net ensures safe transport of objects in the luggage space

It is quickly and easily secured using fastening hooks.
₹4,999.00

034 000-051-446-AB Electrical & Communication

Connecting wires USB-C 

to Micro-USB, Premium, 

30cm

High-quality textile surround and chrome-plated metal connectors, each with a Volkswagen logo

Functions such as Google Auto and Mirror Link in AppConnect can be conveniently used
₹2,499.00

035 000-051-446-AC Electrical & Communication

Connecting wires USB-C 

to Apple Lightning, 

Premium, 30cm

High-quality textile surround and chrome-plated metal connectors, each with a Volkswagen logo.

Functions such as CarPlay in AppConnect can be conveniently used 
₹2,499.00

036 000-051-446-AD Electrical & Communication

Connecting wires USB-C 

to USB-C, Premium, 30 

cm

High-quality textile surround and chrome-plated metal connectors, each with a Volkswagen logo

Functions such AppConnect can be conveniently used 
₹2,499.00

037 6JR-093-101 Interior Car safety Hammer Carry over PQ portfolio Multi function safety Hammer to India 2.0 for VW IN ₹749.00

038 000-096-311-H Car Care Windscreen wash fluid

-Fluid to be filled in the water tank, to clean and remove dust and dirt and allowing a clear 

visibility through windshield and smooth movement of the wiper, as during rain water falls like 

pearl effect (250ml- Dozer bottle with cap)

₹199.00

039 6RW-096-354-C Car Care Mini Car Care kit- 250 ml

-  250 ml Car Care kit is standard kit which comes with 6 different product bottles of 250 ml each 

along with sponge , spray heads & cleaning cloth.

- One kit includes Glass Cleaner, Shampoo, Wax Polish, Tyre Shine, Interior Cleaner and 

Windshield Washer

'- 50 ml Car Care kit is starter kit which comes with 7 different product bottles of 50 ml each

- One kit includes Glass cleaner, Shampoo, Wax Polish, Tyre Shine, Interior Cleaner & Windshield 

Washer and Alloy Wheel Cleaner.

₹431.00

040 7E0-084-508-  -CPC Interior Cushion Pillow Set of 2 ▪ Simple comfortable car cushions to maximize the comfort of the driver and passengers ₹1,250.00

041 000-061-108-  -BOX Interior Tissue Box

▪ Easy to carry and can store  bundles of tissue

▪ Easy to accommodate  in car. ₹750.00

042 000-087-010-BE-ZMD Lifestyle & Merchandise

Key tag Black, 

leather/metal, 

Volkswagen Collection

Material thickness [mm]:  5

Colour:  Black

Length  70

Diameter in mm  40

Material:  Leather/Metal

Collection:  Classic

wt. 34 GRM

₹1,206.00

043 000-087-010-BN Lifestyle & MerchandiseKeytag

Colour:  Silver Metallic

Material:  Metal

Design:  New Volkswagen

Collection:  Standard advertising material

Gross Weight 0.018   KG

₹576.00

044 000-084-300-AT-084 Lifestyle & MerchandiseCap

Baseball cap White, New Volkswagen, Advertising Material Collection

Homogeneous Partgroup: ZWEA Advertising materials – textile

Material information: 100 % cotton Collection: Advertising material Colour: White Size: ONE SIZE 

Design: New Volkswagen

₹1,055.00
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045 000-087-010-BM-YPN Lifestyle & MerchandiseKeytag

Key tag

- High-quality metal key fob with faux leather

- with engraved Volkswagen logo

Colour: Silver

Material: Metal

Gross Weight: 0.04   KG

₹999.00

046 000-087-010-BQ Lifestyle & MerchandiseKeytag

Key tag New Volkswagen, Advertising Material Collection

- Enamel key tag with Volkswagen logo

- Ø approx. 37 mm

- Advertising Material Collection

Material: Metal

Gross Weight: 0.028   KG

₹599.00

047 000-087-011-K Lifestyle & MerchandiseKeytag

Key tag Leather/metal, New Volkswagen, Advertising Material Collection

- Business key tag made of leather with metal clip

Material: Metal & Leather

Gross Weight: 0.04   KG

₹899.00

048 000-087-602-P Lifestyle & MerchandiseUmbrella Black

Umbrella Black, New Volkswagen, Advertising Material Collection

- FARE® AOC mini pocket umbrella in black with Volkswagen logo

- The logo is shown printed on an umbrella

- The umbrella opens/closes automatically, 53 cm/8-part,

- 3-part framework with a chrome-plated steel shaft. In addition, the pocket umbrella is 

equipped as follows: nickel tips, 100 %

- Polyester pongee cover, windproof system, approx. 97 cm Ø, closed approx. 28 cm

long, weight approx. 345 g

₹1,699.00

049 000-087-700-AK Lifestyle & Merchandise

Welcome box 

“Standard”, with 

ballpoint pen and key tag

Welcome box “Standard”, with ballpoint pen and key tag

- “Standard” welcome box with the Volkswagen logo

- High-quality cardboard, with a soft touch surface covering

- Recesses for two business cards and the vehicle key

₹1,300.00

051 000-087-703-MH-084 Lifestyle & MerchandiseBallpoint pen
Ballpoint pen

- 2-in-1 ballpoint pen with integrated highlighter (yellow).
₹268.00

052 1KV-087-901-A -6J1 Lifestyle & MerchandiseSunglasses

Sunglasses

Fashionable his and hers sunglasses. GTI logo print and diamond design make these sunglasses a 

must in the sunshine. Black hard case included.

₹4,335.00

054 5NG-084-300-B Lifestyle & Merchandise

Baseball cap “Legendary 

Years of Motorsport”, 

Motorsport Collection

Baseball cap “Legendary Years of Motorsport”, Motorsport Collection

The visor and front of the cap are white and green. A “Legendary Years of Motorsport” print 

adorns the front of the cap. The other four panels are lapis blue. Volkswagen Motorsport is 

embroidered on the right side. The Volkswagen logo is printed on the left, beside the green 

insert. An embossed Volkswagen logo also features on the rear clasp.

₹645.00

055 7E0-084-508 Lifestyle & Merchandise

Cushion Heritage, Red, 

Commercial Vehicles 

Collection

Material information:  100 % cotton

Colour:  Red

Length  500

Filling material:  Polyester quilt

Collection:  VW commercial vehicles

Width  500

Care information:  30°C delicate wash, Gross Weight: 413.0   GRM

₹1,199.00


